
Learning outcomes:
To introduce students to the concept of a pendulum.1.
To investigate the relationships between the variables that affect the period of a pendulum2.
To graph and analyse data and form conclusions about how a pendulum operates.3.

Age of students: 16 - 17 years old
Activity time: 60 min

Prior knowledge:
Basis about harmonic motion•
Kinematics of harmonic motion•
Coupled harmonic oscillators and qualitative description of the result amplitude of two oscillators under 
superposition

•

Students ŚĂǀĞ�ĚŽŶĞ investigation on following simulations
Kinematics of the harmonic motion: 
Harmonic vibration

Superposition - the resulting amplitude:
Superposition

Motivation - Provide contact with the content and/or provoke curiosity:
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Research problem: The role of the coupled pendulum suspension in seismic isolation.   
Investigate this phenomenon and how it depends on relevant parameters.

Credit:https://royalsocietypublishing.o
rg/doi/10.1098/rsta.2017.0281



Credit: Plissi, M. & Torrie, C. & Husman, Matthew & Robertson, N. & Strain, K. & Ward, Hywel & Lück, Harald & Hough, James. (2000). GEO 600 triple pendulum suspension system: 
Seismic isolation and control. Review of Scientific Instruments. 71. 2539-2545. 10.1063/1.1150645. 

Investigation of the FORCED oscillations.

ZĞƐĞĂƌĐŚ�ƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶƐ͗
1, What is the relation between exciter´s angular frequency and the amplitude of the resonator´s oscillation?
2, What is the relation between resonator ´s mass and resonator ´s angular frequency? 

https://www.walter-fendt.de/html5/phen/resonance_en.htm

Analogy with Virgo  pendulum suspension: 

The top of a spring pendulum (red circle) is moved to and fro simulating harmonic motion, which can be describe 
by sine or cosine function - similar as produce earthquakes or human seismic sources (traffic, building activities), 
which could generate false alerts on interferometer.

Method:
Step 1: Set the mass of the resonator to 1 kg and exciter´s angular frequency to 2 rad/s ,

Press the button ZĞƐƵŵĞ. 
Observe the motion of the coupled oscillators then switch to �ůŽŶŐĂƚŝŽŶ�ĚŝĂŐƌĂŵ.

Step 2: Set exciter´s angular frequency to 3,16 rad/s, 
Press the button ZĞƐƵŵĞ
Observe the motion of the coupled oscillators then switch to �ůŽŶŐĂƚŝŽŶ�ĚŝĂŐƌĂŵ.

Step 3: Set exciter´s angular frequency to 10 rad/s, 
Repeat the procedure from the previous step

Step 4: Set the mass of the resonator to 6 kg (mirror´s mass-article) and exciter´s angular frequency to 10 rad/s
Repeat the procedure from the previous step

Step 4: Set the mass of the resonator to 40 kg (mirror´s mass-VIRGO) and exciter´s angular frequency to 10 rad/s
Repeat the procedure from the previous step

Conclusion: The aim of the investigation was to observe relation between exciter´s angular frequency and natural 
angular frequency of the resonator, how the mass of the resonator influence the amplitude of the resonator in 
coupled oscillations. According observations we had made we conclude that minimum amplitude of the 
resonator was under the condition                       and with big mass of the resonator = 40 kg. 
Recommendations for the construction of equipment for filtering seismic shocks: Coupled oscillators with the 
resonator with less natural angular frequency compared to frequency of seismic source and resonator with big 
mass.

Sources:
http://public.virgo-gw.eu/frontier-technology/
http://inspiringscience.rdea.gr/delivery/view/index.html?id=a571ea3049c7469188c10e9a482b3576&t=p
https://www.walter-fendt.de/html5/phen/resonance_en.htm
https://www.nipslab.org/virgo/

Credit:https://royalsocietypublishing.o
rg/doi/10.1098/rsta.2017.0281



Samples of students work
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